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Possibility of a metallic field-effect transistor
Slava V. Rotkina) and Karl Hess
Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology, University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign,
405 N. Mathews, Urbana, Illinois 61801

~Received 27 August 2003; accepted 11 February 2004!

We develop theoretical arguments that demonstrate the possibility of metallic field-effect transistors
in one-dimensional systems and particularly in armchair carbon nanotubes. A very inhomogeneous
electric field, such as the field of a tunneling tip, can penetrate the relatively weakly screened
nanotubes and open an energy gap. As a consequence, an energy barrier forms that impedes electron
flow and thus permits transistor action. This type of metallic field effect is advantageous because of
the high conductance of the metallic tubes in the ON state. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
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Field-effect transistors in current use are semicondu
devices. The scaling trend to nanometer dimensions calls
ever higher doping and channel conductance of th
devices.1 Ultimately one desires a conductance close to t
of a metal if one wants to scale devices to the smallest p
sible size. However, a metallic conductance also prevents
penetration of the electric field except for extremely sh
distances; ordinarily too short to achieve device function

We propose here an approach to control electron tra
port in metallic one-dimensional~1D! systems by use of the
inhomogeneouselectric field of a low-dimensionalhighly lo-
calized ‘‘modulating’’ gate ~MG! such as nanometer tips o
metal nano-interconnects. Use of a highly localized gate
sults in a strong enhancement of the electric field in a nar
region. Thus any depletion of charge is easier to achi
since it occurs only in extremely small volumes. In additio
the weak screening of electric potentials in 1D channels
ther enhances possible field effects.

The purpose of this letter is to show that metallic carb
nanotubes may be suitable for use as metallic field-ef
transistors~METFETs!. Key to this metallic field effect is the
opening of a band gap due to the breaking of the mir
symmetry by the MG. Note that a region of spatially nonu
form electric field also represents a barrier that reflects e
trons, while the homogeneous field of an extended g
changes predominantly the carrier density. These qualita
factors are discussed in the following in a more quantitat
way and their potential for device applications is illustrate

Metallic field effect in armchair NTs. IBM researchers
have enunciated the vision of combining metallic and se
conducting single-wall nanotubes ~M-SWNTs and
S-SWNTs! in circuits.2 The M-SWNTs would serve as inter
connects and the S-SWNTs as active devices of the
tremely small size ~typically, the SWNT radius is
;0.7 nm).3–6 Here we discuss the possibility to also u
metallic tubesas transistors or switching devices, which
appealing because of their virtually ballistic conductance.3,7,8

The band structure of an armchair SWNT, as shown
Fig. 1, has two subbands A and B~shown as bold green an
blue curves! crossing at the Fermi level. Absence of the g

a!Electronic mail: rotkin@uiuc.edu
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is ultimately related to the SWNT mirror symmetry,9 which
forbids any mixing of these subbands. We propose to br
this mirror symmetry by applying very nonuniform electr
fields by use of a MG. Two possible mechanisms for g
opening in armchair SWNTs are:~1! by a direct mixing of
electron and hole states of the A and B subbands, wh
happens if the external potential has an atomic scale co
gation, and~2! by the indirect subband mixing in a highe
order of the perturbation theory, which essentially can
realized for any nonuniform potential. Both mechanisms
quire ~i! a relatively high electric field~order of 107 V/cm)
and ~ii ! SWNT symmetry breaking.

Group theory proves that the direct matrix element
nonzero if the Fourier transform of the potentialUq,dm is a
full scalar with respect to the rotations of the symme
group of the nanotube.9 This is fulfilled for dm5sn, where
s52,4, . . . is a positive even integer andn is the integer
appearing in the notation@n,n# for armchair SWNTs.10

Then, the energy dispersion of two new subbandsuA6B&
in vicinity of the Fermi point reads as:E65

6AEA(q)21Uq,dm
2 ,. Here EA(q)52EB(q)5EB(2q) is

the dispersion in A/B subband at zero gate voltage. At
Fermi pointEA(0)50 and, thus, a gap opens:

Eg
(sn)52uUq,snu. ~1!

This is adirect mixingof the subbands A and B. The ban
gap is linear in the applied gate potential~see the inset in Fig.
1!. A full calculation presenting a self-consistent solution
joint Schrödinger and Poisson equations following the de
vation of Refs. 11 and 12 will be published elsewhere. E
cept for a natural condition that the field must not cause
electric breakdown, there exists no upper limit for the ma
nitude of the gap that opens in this case and we estimate
possibility of a gap of several electron volts.

Thus direct mixing of the crossing subbands allows o
to open a large gap. It does require, however, a very h
multipole moment of the potential in order to break the sy
metry ~we must at least havedm52n) and this is difficult to
achieve because the amplitude of any high multipole com
nent will be typically much smaller than the gate voltag
Uq,2n!Vg . Nevertheless, it may be possible to create suc
9 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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potential by applying the gate voltage to a chemically mo
fied surface of the SWNT. This approach is technologica
complex.

Fortunately, there exists a more straightforward possi
ity to open a band gap by virtually any kind of inhomog
neous electric field that breaks the mirror symmetry. A ba
gap opens also byindirect mixingof the subbands. This ban
gap opening is smaller because it arises from higher o
perturbation terms~similar to a nonlinear Stark effect! and
thus has consequences for the conductance only at low
peratures. In particular, any potential that contains bot
uniform field and a higher order~quadrupole! component
will lead to a gap which scales with the third power of t
gate voltage. In what follows we consider an example of t
metal tips at opposite sidewalls of the SWNT at the tunnel
distance of 0.5 nm from the tube: one at12Vg and the other
at 2Vg bias. Note that the potential of a metal tiptogether
with its image charge in the insulator substrate, e.g., SiO2 , is
equivalent to the potential of two tips at11.69Vg and2Vg .
Therefore, the METFET setup illustrated in Fig. 2 shou
have a valid geometry to generate a band gap and MET
effect. We only have shown two tips for the current exam
because the METEFT effect is somewhat bigger and
simulation is more clear cut. In both cases the gapEg has
qualitatively the same dependence onVg as shown for@5,5#
and @10,10# armchair SWNTs in the inset of Fig. 3. TheEg

first increases withVg and decreases beyondpg/(en) where
g.3 eV is a hopping integral. Perturbation theory10,11,13pre-

FIG. 1. ~Color! Band structure of armchair@10,10# M-SWNT. Left inset
shows zoom view of the Fermi point with opening of a gap in the M-SWN
Right inset shows how the gap grows linearly with applied potential,
Eq. ~1!.

FIG. 2. ~Color! Setup of an armchair SWNT METFET using the STM tip
a modulation gate.
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dicts a maximum gap that depends only on the size of
tube and scales in a universal way for nanotubes of arbit
chirality:

Eg
(c);

\vFb

2R2 }
g

n2 , ~2!

This was confirmed by numerical calculations in Refs.
and 13. HerevF53gb/2\ is the Fermi velocity for a
M-SWNT, andb.0.14 nm is the bond length. This gap ma
be possible to achieve experimentally by use of the inhom
geneous electric field of a tunneling tip. Also, ultranarro
leads,14 fabricated closely to the nanotube channel, spe
~electro-!chemical function groups at the tube sidewalls
inside the tube15 may be used as a MG. We notice that use
a dual gate~both local and backgate! may be beneficial for
1D METFETs because the uniform backgate controls
Fermi level~charge density! while the MG controls the con-
ductivity of the channel.

Field-effect modulation of metallic conductance. Any
opening of the gate induced semiconductor gap along
armchair metallic tube will create a potential barrier for t
electrons and therefore modulate conduction.~Note that this
modulation may be enhanced by Coulomb blockade!.16 In-

.
.FIG. 3. ~Color! Current of a@5,5# METFET vs the drain potential. The gat
width is 50 nm.T54 K. Curves from top to bottom correspond toVg from
0 to 3 V ~in color: from red to blue!. Inset shows corresponding band ga
opening for the same gate voltage range for@5,5# and @10,10# SWNTs.

FIG. 4. ~Color! The @5,5# METFET current vs the opened band gap.W
550 nm. The red~upper! curve is at 295 K, the blue~lowest! curve is at 4
K. The drain voltage dependence of the barrier transmittance is shown in
left inset. The families of curves correspond different temperatures:T54,
77, and 295 K from bottom to top. Within each family, the gap is increa
from 0 to 0.12 eV from top to bottom~in color: from blue-green to pink-
red!. Right inset:@5,5# METFET current as a function ofVg ~at the biasVd

from 0 to 0.15 V from bottom to top, in color: from blue to red!.

IP license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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clusion of tunneling is important for the calculation of th
current because the effective mass of the electrons in SW
is very small (;0.06m0 , similar to the in-plane effective
mass of graphite18!. At nonzero temperature thermion
emission must be taken into account as well. Although
rate of tunneling through the classically forbidden~gated!
region is high, a significant metallic field effect can b
achieved by increasing the width of the gated region, or
operating the device at low source–drain voltage,Vd , and
low temperature,T. ~The ON/OFF current ratio is controlle
by the parameterEg /Vd ). Because the transport in the arm
chair SWNT METFET is ballistic, its conductance in the O
state is limited only by reflections at the contact. We will u
in what follows~mainly for normalization purposes! a maxi-
mum conductance of 4G052e2/h.19

For the OFF state, we estimate a semiclassical Wentz
Kramers–Brillouin transmission coefficient,T(E), by as-
suming a uniform gap of widthW in the gated region. In
order to extend the validity of our results to nonzero te
peratures we calculate the total transmission of the cha
by integrating the partial current,;T(E), multiplied by the
difference of the Fermi distribution functions of the left an
right electrodes.

Figure 3 shows typicalI –V curves (I -V-C) for a MET-
FET using a@5,5# armchair M-SWNT of the diameter 0.7 nm
at T54 K, W550 nm. The upper~red! I -V-C corresponds
to a zero gate voltage~no gap!. The channel is fully open and
the ON current is determined by injection from a contact a
thus by the quantum conductance 4G0 .19 With increasing
gate voltage one observes a substantial decrease of the
rent due to the opening of the gap and a depletion of e
trons in this region~blue curve!. In the right inset of Fig. 4,
the METFET current is plotted versus theVg for the dipole–
quadrupole potential~two tip geometry! as described earlier
At low drain bias~blue curve! the METFET is switched OFF
at Vg;3 V.

The total transmission coefficient of the METFE
T(E)5G(E)/G0 , assuming transparent contacts, is plot
in the left inset of Fig. 4. Several families of curves are giv
for different temperatures. In the upper family of curv
~room temperature! the suppression of transmission throu
the gated region is clearly seen as a function of an increa
gap: from 0 to 0.12 eV~from green to red, top to bottom!. At
lower temperaturesT577 and 4 K this effect is naturally
sharper.

The current is an exponential function of the gap~and,
hence, of the gate voltage!. Results are shown in Fig. 4: b
opening a gap of about 0.5 eV~which would certainly re-
quire sophisticated technology! one can decrease the curre
by five orders of magnitude.

In conclusion, we have proposed a novel type of el
tronic switching device based on carbon nanotubes: a o
dimensional metallic field-effect transistor~1D METFET!.
We have described armchair SWNTs in detail because
their special symmetry that also gives rise to virtually ball
tic transport. Our calculations demonstrate, at least princi
the possibility to open a band gap by application of inhom
Downloaded 21 Apr 2004 to 130.126.121.244. Redistribution subject to A
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geneous electric fields that are created by special g
~modulation gates! that in the simplest case resemble a tu
neling tip to break the SWNT symmetry. Assuming ballis
transport, we have calculatedI –V curves for the METFETs
with gate widths of the order of 15–50 nm and found s
nificant modulation as well as reasonably large ON/OFF c
rent ratios. We finally note that one can expect excell
scaling properties of the SWNT METFET because of t
metallic conductivity enhanced by ballistic transport.
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